
EXPANDED TIMELINE 
Enbridge 2024-28 Natural Gas Rates Application 

Post-Decision 

Pre-Application 

Application 
Hearing 

Decision 

Application Hearing Plan / Stakeholder Session 
- Letter establishing stakeholder session 
- Letters from Parties indicating intent to participate 
- Decision on Cost Awards (if applicable) 

Application and Evidence 
- Pre-fled evidence 
- Application updates (if applicable) 

Notice 
- Letter of Direction 
- French / English (and other) versions of Notice 
- Intervention requests 
- Objections to intervention (if applicable) 

Letters of Comment 
- All letters fled 
- OEB response(s) (if applicable) 

Procedural Orders / Hearing Schedule 
- Procedural Order No. 1 
- Subsequent Procedural Orders (if applicable) 

Interrogatories / Interrogatory Responses 
- Intervenor / OEB sta° interrogatories 
- Applicant responses to interrogatories 

Technical Conference 
- Technical Conference transcripts 
- Undertaking responses 

Issues List 
- Any applicable correspondence regarding the issues list (e.g., letter 
   informing of agreement / no agreement) 
- Decision on Issues List 

Expert Evidence 
- Any applicable letters of correspondence regarding intent to fle / not fle 
   expert evidence 
- Expert evidence 
- Interrogatories / interrogatory responses on expert evidence 

Settlement Conference 
- Settlement proposal (if applicable) 
- Any applicable letters of correspondence (e.g., letters requesting more time  
   for settlement, letter indicating no settlement, letter requesting more time to 
   fle settlement proposal, etc.) 

Oral Hearing 
- Oral Hearing transcripts 
- Undertaking responses 

Argument / Submissions 
- Applicant argument-in-chief 
- Intervenor / OEB sta° submissions 
- Reply submission 

Decision and Order 

Dra˜ Rate Order and Tari° Sheets 
- Dra˛ rate order and tari° sheets fled by applicant 
- Intervenor / OEB sta° submissions 
- Reply submission 
- Final Rate Order and Tari° Sheets 

Cost Awards 
- Cost claims fled 
- Objections from applicant 
- Reply from intervenor 
- Decision on Cost Awards 

Post-Hearing Activities 
- Any reports, etc. as required in the Decision and Order 
- Debrief meeting 


